This ethnographic, cross-cultural study used a dialogic, sociolinguistic framework to describe learning processes in portraits of three immersion summer camps in the eastern US. Using the data collection techniques of in-depth interviewing, participant observation and textual analysis, the study examined the process of second language learning and ethnic socialization through linguistic and cultural activities at two Chinese and one Hebrew summer day camp for children ages four to 12. Informal alternatives to standard learning elements such as the 'classroom'; 'student'; 'teacher'; 'curriculum'; 'textbooks'; and 'tests' within the four language learning skill sets were observed and analyzed. Participants described positive language learning and social outcomes as a result of: voluntary participation in task or project-based activities; modeling using authentic materials and native-speaking role models; wide-ranging learning methods with an emphasis on physical activities; and language and social mediation through dialogue and relationships with junior counselors and counselors-in-training.
Introduction
Summer vacation is known as a time of year when children can relinquish their thoughts about the formal classroom rituals of sitting at desks, raising their hands to answer teachers' questions, poring over homework assignments and studying for increasingly nerve-wracking standardized tests and other forms of evaluation. During the school year, many ethnic minority families send children to additional lessons for bilingual or heritage language and culture education. Formal language learning settings such as Sunday or Saturday, schools are widely deemed as ineffective by students and educators alike (Hinton 1999; Schiff 1997 Schiff , 1999 , with one prominent Jewish communal leader calling supplementary Hebrew schools the 'castor oil' of Jewish life; a ritual punishment as parents pass on the sentiment of 'I hated it and you will too' (Sales and Saxe 2004) .
As second and third generations of immigrant families integrate into the North American cultural fabric, parents are concerned that first language and culture attrition will destroy their children's links to their ethnic and cultural heritages and identities. On an individual level, children and adults undergo home or first language attrition because of the more pressing imperative to function in the dominant, majority society at school and with friends (Hinton 1999; Pavlenko and Lantolf 2000) . In addition, many immigrant children experience periods of ethnic ambivalence or rejection (Galindo 1995; Tse 1998 Tse , 2000 as marked accents, grammar and cultural features may impede social assimilation and lead to ridicule (Galindo 1995; Hale 1995; Hinton 1999) . On the community level, subsequent generations face challenges of language maintenance, which lead to problems in communication with grandparents and older generations and difficulties in preserving the rich elements of culture and ethnic identification found in fluency and familiarity with the ethnic language. In many North American Jewish communities, for example, most parents and even grandparents did not speak Hebrew as their first language (unless they were Israeli-born). In these cases, language preservation is all the more difficult as it represents a connection to the Israeli community or more abstract Jewish heritage but not a personal family connection (Feuer 2008) . Although heritage language maintenance poses challenges, there exist signs of positive and effective language acquisition and social outcomes in informal settings of learning. The purpose of this study is to examine these settings, which in recent years have yielded positive social results from participants and administrators (Hinton 1999; Sales and Saxe 2004; Siddiqui 2008; Zeldin 2006) . Such informal settings include summer camps, church programs, youth groups, clubs, and after-school programs that cater to particular ethnic groups and aim to impart heritage language abilities and cultural knowledge to their participants. This paper examines informal learning at three language summer camps in the eastern US: two Chinese programs and one Hebrew program.
Several aforementioned studies examined the process and effectiveness of ethnic socialization through community camping. They argue for social learning through an acquisition of community values, friendship formation, promotion of ethnic identity, and communal spirit. Moving forward, this study will examine the process and potential of language learning amid such socialization. With a dialogic, sociolinguistic perspective and using the traditionally formal frameworks such as the 'classroom'; 'student'; 'teacher'; 'curriculum'; 'textbooks'; and 'tests'; the paper describes the language learning process using the four skill sets as well as the progression of cultural familiarization and ultimately, socialization.
Background and literature review Informal places of learning are settings outside the formal classroom setting in which learning takes place experientially and often through social interaction. Chazan (1993) defined informal Jewish education as education in which (1) participation is voluntary; (2) grades are not awarded; (3) orientation is intrinsic; (4) settings are interactive and participatory; (5) there exists a plan, program or direction (a flexible 'curriculum'); (6) there is an atmosphere of relaxation and fun; (7) educators are not called teachers and are not driven to cover material; and (8) there is an emphasis on group learning. Informal education takes place in local areas and amid casual interactions of daily life. Although there is no fixed curriculum, such programs have a clear aim with educators intervening at some level to informally 'teach' (Mahoney 2001) . The boundary between formal and informal educational settings is not always unambiguous: many of the same learning activities held in informal programs also occur in formal classrooms, and in tandem, informal programs may comprise periods of formal lessons.
In spite of such shared characteristics, summer camps can be categorized as informal learning settings because of their fun atmosphere, group activities, and absence of formal teachers, curriculum or grading scale. The goals of these summer programs are relaxation and socialization for children; learning outcomes are desired but by no means requisite byproducts.
For minority children and youth, ethnic language and culture camps can be a welcome retreat in which they experience life as a majority culture. Detailing a Muslim summer camp in Canada, Siddiqui articulated the importance of group togetherness to remove the '''weirdness'' of being Muslim' (Soundvision website 2008); the camp activities themselves were insignificant as the primary goal was 'the achievement of a concrete activity or action, rather than learning' (Jeffs and Smith 1990, 7) . Similar findings emerged among Jewish campers in Texas who formed Jewish identities reactive to the Evangelical Christian society to which they were exposed daily (Cohen and Bar-Shalom 2006) . This temporary community, 'enables these youth to explore and develop a more proactive type of identity' (57). Slutsky (2007) called Jewish overnight camps, 'intensive cultural islands that educate and socialize young Jews' and the Foundation for Jewish Camping website claims summer camps are 'one of the highest guarantors of Jewish identity, practice, and affiliation ' (2008) .
The continuous interactions and relationships with campers and counselors instigated the acquisition of values, community building, friendship formation, and overall ethnic identity through communal activities (Bice 2003; Cohen and BarShalom 2006; Sales and Saxe 2004; Zola 2006) . Zeldin (2006) described the transition of traditional Jewish education in home and synagogue to modern learning in nonschool forms like camps, youth groups, community centers and Israel trips. The 'curriculum' of the camp is 'all the experiences campers have under the auspices of an institution' (86) and includes the creativity and social dynamics, as well as the camp activities. Zeldin outlined the educational benefits of summer camp compared to formal school programs: because of the significant amount of time in camp, Jewish rituals could occur in natural rhythms and not a condensed, simulated form. Judaism could be connected to other areas of campers' lives like art or sports; however, art, sports, or other activities could also be enjoyed independent of any Jewish significance. Finally, interpersonal relationships were intensive, and administrators were able to make independent decisions about a curriculum that fit their needs.
This study will use a dialogic, sociolinguistic perspective to develop the understanding of informal learning through conversation and interpersonal experiences (Johnson 2004) . The foremost influences of the dialogical perspective are Vygotsky's sociocultural theory and Bakhtin's literary theory. Vygotsky underscored the importance of social contexts in processes of acculturation and asserted that developmental mental functions originate through social interactions. More experienced language participants bring intellectual tools of society into linguistic interactions (Norton and Toohey 2001) . Bakhtin additionally described the social nature of language in his literary theory. He postulated that speakers learning a language take utterances from other speakers' mouths and appropriate them as their own (Norton and Toohey 2001) . There are no 'neutral' word forms, and language is not merely an abstract system of forms but a conception of the world (Bakhtin 1981) : each utterance is dependent upon interlocutors' conceptions their speech partners' class, background, race, age and other status indicators. Johnson (2004) interpreted these two theories and put forward a new dialogical model for second language acquisition in which the self is a merging of external and internal forces that are mediated by the tool of language. The self is always relative and cannot be removed from the dialogic interactions of one's past, present and future experiences (126). In the context of bilingual summer camps, heritage language and culture are maintained and developed through a continuous conversation as campers interact with more linguistically experienced counselors and counselors-in-training (CITs) who raise their threshold of proficiency or Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) through scaffolding, or modeling behavior to less sophisticated learners (Vygotsky 1981) .
Method
Following an internet search and attempts to contact bilingual/bicultural summer camps to request permission for observation and interviews, the camp administrators who responded participated in an informal telephone conversation to discuss the research project and the characteristics and history of their respective camps. Over the summer of 2008, after camp administrators and interviewed counselors signed consent forms, the three summer camps were visited for observation for at least three days. The researcher observed the settings, activities, language progress and interactions among campers and between campers and staff. In addition, texts such as activity books, program brochures, signs and artwork decorating walls, and content of videos, songs, stories and poems were analyzed. All camp administrators and certain counselors (selected because of their level of involvement in camp-wide activities) participated in recorded in-depth, semi-structured interviews (see Appendix 1), which were then transcribed electronically. Interview transcripts and observation notes were categorized based on the previously mentioned guiding categories ('classroom'; 'student'; 'teacher'; 'curriculum'; 'textbooks'; and 'tests'). Categories or codes beyond these groups were also noted and will be discussed.
Descriptions of camps
The three eastern US camps, all in suburbs of large cities, advertised language and culture immersion programs for children aged approximately from five to 12 (although some younger children accompanied their older siblings, and in some cases, children over age 10 participated as CITs or helpers). Tuition for each camp ranged from $225 to $350 per week, and could fluctuate based on multiple sibling discounts, additional after-camp care, need-based scholarships, and the supplementary purchasing of lunches or t-shirts. In addition to linguistic and cultural activities, all camps included traditional summer camp pastimes such as swimming and sports.
Camp Israel 1 was held for eight weeks over the summer in a Conservative synagogue. Campers could attend for as few as one week or as many as eight weeks. In promotional materials, their mission statement declared that campers would develop their Hebrew skills through constantly hearing Hebrew spoken during all activities, would have a summer of fun activities in an environment that fostered a love and knowledge of Hebrew and Judaism, and would participate in activities that met their individual needs and skills. The website maintained that though Hebrew was the official language of the camp, the ability to speak or understand the language was not a prerequisite for attendance. The camp held a strict Kashrut (Jewish dietary laws) policy.
Each week, between 50 and 80 campers of all Jewish religious denominations enrolled, and there were approximately 30Á40 counselors, CITs and administrators in a given week. Approximately 30% of campers were children of Hebrew native-speaking Israelis, and most of the others were American-born Jewish children who attended private Jewish day school during the school year and whose parents wished for them to strengthen their Hebrew skills. Children were divided by age group (although in certain activities, groups were mixed) and during morning hours participated in activities such as knitting, flamenco dancing, krav maga (Israel martial arts), sports, art and cooking. Afternoons were spent swimming or ice-skating. Each Friday, the campers performed what they learned in the week's activities for parents. The camp administrators were Israeli emigrant Pnina and American-born Nurit.
Chinese Culture Camp took place over one week in July at a local university. The camp was affiliated with a university institute of Confucian studies, and emphasized the experience of Chinese cultural knowledge through artwork, geography, dance, foods, myths and games. There were formal language lessons each day, and words and phrases were re-introduced in forthcoming activities and conversations. Ten children, as well as two older, non-Chinese speaking campers who acted as 'helpers' were enrolled. The campers were mostly non-Chinese (and many were of diverse backgrounds Á Indian, African, Jewish and German) but they held an intellectual interest in China and Chinese or an ethnic or heritage connection. Susan, the camp administrator, Caucasian but raised in Asia had a daughter enrolled in the program, and one camper born in China had been adopted as a baby by a Jewish mother. The Chinese language teacher and the graduate student who worked as a counselor were both born and raised in China and spoke English as an additional language.
Camp Beijing ran for eight weeks in three church locations around a large metropolis. Like Camp Israel, campers attended for one to eight weeks, and beforeand after-camp care was available. The camp's language immersion program aimed to foster bilingualism and offer Chinese cultural activities such as yo-yoing, chess, art, calligraphy, cooking, sewing and marital arts. Because the camp was affiliated with a Chinese ministry, Bible study and Christian values were highlighted alongside Chinese values. Each week the camp's enrollment was to capacity at 30Á40 children. Most children were American-born Chinese whose parents had studied in supplementary school programs with the camp's administrator, Tina. These parents intended for their children to gain a level of fluency to communicate with their grandparents and maintain their linguistic and cultural connection to China. Other campers had been adopted as babies from China to Caucasian families, and several Caucasian parents chose to send their children to the camp in preparation for formal Chinese immersion programs during the school year. At a given time, five or six main counselors (who were native speakers) and several teenaged CITs would supervise and lead activities in Chinese with some English explanation. Mandarin was the target language of the camp, though Cantonese-speaking counselors provided assistance to those campers who required further explanation.
Findings
This section is divided by the predetermined categories and further sub-divided either by camp or by emerged theme. The researcher chose well-known elements of formal, traditional schooling such as the 'classroom,' 'student,' and 'tests' in order to investigate less familiar, alternative processes of learning. In the case of the present study, for example, terms such as 'tests' actually define how participants measure success, and the 'teachers' are any participants or elements who impart knowledge and facilitate learning.
The 'classroom'
All three summer camps were held in settings used primarily for other purposes during the school year. Camp Israel took place on the second floor of a conservative Jewish synagogue in an affluent suburb of a large east coast metropolis. Classrooms on this floor were used for a Sunday school and youth groups and there hung a few posters advertising youth clubs and Israel youth travel opportunities. Most classrooms contained a blackboard and 20Á30 stacked chairs pushed aside with a large, empty floor space. Campers' artwork decorated some of the walls (for example, creative paintings of the flag of Israel) and each group decorated the blackboard with drawings and notes around the name of their group. In addition, there were several photographs of Israel and Israeli flags on classroom walls. Group names, in ascending age group were Shorashim, Nitzanim, Macabim, and Cochavim (Roots, Buds, Maccabees and Stars). The 'classroom' extended to include large synagogue halls that acted as the gym, art room and lunchroom, the large yard outside the synagogue used for sports, and off-camp settings such as the local swimming pool, skating rink, and field-trip settings such as the fire hall. Campers had access to the ground floor of the synagogue as well; they were exposed to synagogue artwork, donor plaques, posters and notices promoting Israel travel, prayer services, Sisterhood meetings, and donations to the Jewish Federation. The entrance to the synagogue featured a seven-foot sculpture engraved with Israel's Declaration of Independence.
Chinese Culture Camp was held almost primarily in a university basement office, though part of each day was spent outside, on the field outside the building. In the office, there were six open cubicles, pushed aside, where the Institute's associate director continued to work throughout the camp activities, and a large reception desk. Children participated in activities on the open floor space (covered by a colorful carpet) and two adjoining meeting rooms with large desks and comfortable, leather office chairs. On the walls hung large photographs of China, maps, lanterns, calligraphy, paintings of Confucius and posters exclaiming 'Welcome Campers!' Campers were given the freedom to move about the offices and around the building's ground floor to use the bathroom and fill cups of water from the water cooler.
Situated in a preschool in a Chinese Lutheran church basement, Camp Beijing was the camp most equipped for children with small tables and chairs in an art area, toys, pianos, blackboards, a large gym room, and carpet spaces for parallel circle times. Although campers were divided into age groupings (known simply as Group 1, Group 2, etc.), the space was open and multiple activities occurred in the same or adjoining areas. On the walls were Chinese lanterns and artwork, and large paintings of dragons. Counselors hung children's artwork around the site: many drawings contained Beijing Olympic images. Religious text was prevalent on EnglishÁChinese wall posters: 'Jesus Loves Me'; 'God Made the Seasons'; and 'God Shed His Grace on Thee.'
Although not always fully equipped with space allotments and resources for children's activities, each camp provided a warm atmosphere with welcoming signs, posters, and artwork. The 'classroom' was any location where activities took place: in a yard, swimming pool, gym, classroom, kitchen or synagogue or church lobby. Texts in these places were typically EnglishÁChinese/Hebrew bilingual to accommodate campers' language strengths. While all locations were formal academic spaces throughout the school year, children thrived on the flexibility and their newfound freedoms: each camp allowed children to move between rooms and offices and to choose whether to participate in structured activities. If children were tired or disinterested, they were permitted to move to another space (although always under the supervision of a counselor or CIT). They were additionally given other 'grownup' freedoms such as filling up cups with water or green tea, writing on blackboards, and using the telephone. Such freedoms encouraged an atmosphere of self-confidence and comfort that provided a foundation for anxiety-free language acquisition.
The 'student' and the 'teacher' As outlined previously, camper profiles varied greatly between camps with some children exposed to the target language at home or school, and some with little or no background.
Camp administrators acted as the main program leaders or 'teachers.' At Camp Israel, Pnina and Nurit were experienced Jewish day school and supplementary school educators. Pnina held a master's degree in education and had written a thesis on language immersion. Nurit held degrees in Jewish studies and music, and was an accomplished performer, choir director, and music educator. Pnina, who was raised in Israel and lived in England for 13 years, founded the camp as part of her master's thesis:
Since I'm a teacher, all the years I was a teacher I felt very frustrated about the way teaching was done. It's very structured, children have to do things in a certain time, in a certain way, they have to prepare homework. And I wanted to have fun with kids, and to let them know that Hebrew is a fun thing. So I decided to write about Hebrew immersion and to prove my theory in a summer camp.
Pnina asked her colleague Nurit to partner with her in administering the summer camp.
Susan, coordinator of Chinese Culture Camp, grew up in a Chinese farming community in Malaysia as the daughter of missionaries. She was appointed in the university's Confucian studies unit and organized the camp as a way to expose children to Chinese culture and language during the slower summer months. The goal, she said, was 'to enrich the participating children's understanding of Chinese language and culture, and to engage the campers in all their senses. With this in mind, I made the language component a daily item, so they can begin to write, speak, listen, and read this very different language. ' After hearing Tina's grandchildren call her popo (grandmother) at Camp Beijing, all campers and counselors endearingly referred to her this way. Tina, who immigrated to the US in the 1960s, began administering Chinese language camps in 1979 (called at that time 'Camp Faith') to preserve her children's Chinese and continued the program for her grandchildren. Tina studied at seminary and approached a Chinese ministry for assistance in attracting young Chinese families to the camp. Tina also ran an informal immersion after-school program during the school year. She explained her motivation to direct the camp:
You need fun and funny things to make (children) learn these days. No one enjoys Chinese school because you have homework and then have to go to school again. Kids have no time to play these days, and at camp they can have fun. Otherwise, it's like stuffing, stuffing a turkey at Chinese school Á you stuff as much in as you can but it doesn't stay. Here it's relaxed. Parents have no time for these traditional things, so we make messy dumplings and cookies that they don't have time to make at home.
At Camp Beijing and Camp Israel, head counselors who were trained by the directors and often returned year after year, taught language and led activities. At Camp Israel, many of these counselors were shlichim, young adult emissaries sent to North American summer camps to provide Israeli cultural and linguistic knowledge. At both camps, many counselors offered specific expertise in activities such as flamenco dancing, cooking, or martial arts. Because of the small size of Chinese Culture Camp, Susan led most of the activities, although the head of the institute, Jack, taught formal Chinese lessons each day. Moreover, Susan brought in Chinese-born guests each day to lead activities in calligraphy, tai chi, art and dance.
Crucial to the learning environment was the participation of (many volunteers) junior counselors and CITs. These children were between the ages of 10 and 14, and most had attended the programs as campers for several years. At the Culture Camp, the graduate student played this mediating role, and at Camp Beijing, many CITs were older siblings or (pre)teens in the community who enjoyed spending time at camp but wanted a more mature role. Camp Israel created a structured CIT program to train future counselors in Hebrew and leadership skills. Pnina explained that without training and sufficient Hebrew fluency, the teens would not be hired as counselors.
CITs were based in the youth group lounge which was complete with sofas, pool and foosball tables. Every day, they participated in leadership activities and then interspersed among the younger camper groups. During one leadership session, CITs discussed common characteristics of good counselors after a period of counselor observation that morning. After a general discussion, each CIT stood at the front of the room and discussed these positive traits. This was followed by a critique of this person's public speaking skills in elements such as eye contact, volume, confidence and fidgeting and presentation of authority. Ronen, the CIT counselor, explained that the exercise trained CITs in public speaking while exposing them to positive leadership traits to be emulated in their future work.
Junior counselors and CITs were scattered among age groups and were crucial mediating forces for language learning. At the ratio of approximately two counselors or CITs per child at Camp Israel and Beijing, they insured that each camper understood the instructions given by head counselors, and modeled activity behavior. Before the camp-wide assembly one morning, the following interaction between a CIT and camper took place:
CIT: Mi rotseh lesachek mischak? Who wants to play a game? Camper: [crawls to CIT, meowing] I'm a kitty! CIT: I thought you were a kof (monkey). How do you say 'cat' in Hebrew? Chatul. Boi chatuli, boi! (Come here, kitty, come here!)
In both structured activities and free play time, counselors and CITs consistently spoke to campers in Hebrew first, and then when needed, translated to English. For formal and repeated instructions directed to the group, they spoke only in Hebrew phrases that were acquired by the children (for example: 'Quiet please'; 'Let's go'; 'Let's make a line'; 'Time to clean up'). In addition, children appeared to understand common interrogatory phrases as in Mi yodea mah zeh pizmon? (Who knows what a chorus is?) They were able to respond when asked 'Mi zeh'; 'Mah zeh'; and ' Aifo zeh'; for example ('Who is it'; 'What is it'; 'Where is it'). When the head counselor explained a martial arts position in Hebrew, campers often looked to their slightly older CIT peers who modeled the positioning. At times, Hebrew or Chinese nativespeaking campers also explained concepts or translations to their peers.
At all three summer camps, CITs and counselors provided campers with large amounts of one-on-one attention in the form of translation and explication, emotional support, and physical activity (in sports and martial arts and also informal games, piggy-back rides and hugs). Research supports similar, formal peertutoring programs in the improvement of reading fluency (Maheady, Mallette, and Harper 2006; Paterson and Elliott 2006; Wright and Cleary 2006) and language acquisition (Elbers and deHaan 2005; Ohta and Nakone 2004) , particularly among cross-age groups.
The 'curriculum' and the 'texts'
At each camp, learning took place in informal, unstructured activities, task-based activities, and semi-structured language classes. In addition to free play and organized programs in dance, art, and cooking, each camp offered lessons that explicitly taught language and often related to language used in free play and in taskbased activities.
Because fun and relaxation were primary goals of each camp, unstructured free play was a large part of the 'curriculum.' At each camp, culturally relevant toys and games were provided (such as yo-yos and other Chinese toys and Hebrew board games), and counselors used the target language in their instructions or for key terms in the play activity. The texts, in these cases, were the surrounding posters and artwork, as well as text in board game instructions and toys. This complicated text was interpreted by counselors.
At Chinese Culture Camp, campers sat around a conference table while Jack, the teacher and institute associate director asked them what they wanted to learn. In response to campers' requests, Susan's daughter, a camper, wrote on the board, 'Wo ai ni'; 'Ni hao'; 'Wo mai hambao'; 'meili'; and 'nankan' ('I love you'; 'How are you'; 'I want to buy a hambuger'; 'pretty'; and 'ugly'). Jack asked children to apply their knowledge through reassembling sentences such as 'You love me' and to the children's delight (and his dismay) 'You are ugly.' Following days taught family and animal words. Throughout the week, Susan and Jack used children's accumulated vocabulary and phrases interspersed in English conversations during unstructured and task-based activities. Other structured activities aimed to impart a knowledge of Chinese familiarity: in circle time, campers collaborated on a poster listing their favorite Chinese foods, discussed the Chinese zodiac, and expressed their thoughts on green tea, chopsticks and Chinese customs. Each day, Susan read the campers a Chinese myth from a picture book, and discussed China's geography. Art projects included painting Chinese calligraphy, coloring Beijing's 'Olympic friends' and molding examples of China's architecture in clay. Guest speakers' language of instruction was English with specific Chinese terminology or instructional phrases (such as the tai chi body movements).
Tina of Camp Beijing incorporated weekly themes such as 'Olympics' and 'Good Behavior' with a Taiwanese cartoon DVD as the basis of the camp program. Campers watched the cartoon characters' songs and aerobics and followed physical cues. Those who could not pick up or annunciate the Chinese words simply hummed and enjoyed the physical actions. Played each morning during a camp-wide assembly, children then sing and dance without the supporting music. Younger children color pictures of these cartoon characters and write simple letters and words while older campers were trained in calligraphy. Tina explained:
I emphasize the Chinese way of learning. The children memorize three characters per day, and 12 characters per week from the DVD songs. All ages learn the same thing but at different levels, like the young ones use tracers and just one-syllable words and the older kids learn two-part words. Like first the cross-line, then straight, and diagonal lines. It's the same in China Á this is universal. Like we teach 'mother' Á it's made up of the radical 'female' and then additional parts.
Lyrics to the Taiwanese songs emphasized traditional cultural values: that particular week discussed filial piety with the following translated lyrics: 'You are my most loving father/You are my most loving mother/Hold hold me kiss me once/I wish to hurriedly grow up/Also becoming mother and father/When I grow up, I want to be like Dad/When I grow up, I want to be like Mom.' Each camper was given a bilingual booklet with all daily schedules, the week's basic vocabulary and phrases, song lyrics and recipes.
Task-based activities at Camp Beijing occurred in a manner very similar to Camp Israel with instructions and specific phrases always spoken in the target language and longer explanation translated by the speaker or by mediating CITs or more knowledgeable campers. During the morning assembly, Tina spoke in Chinese, and a young CIT provided clarification: 'Who remembers what wan shui is? Water play.' At both camps, less knowledgeable campers watched their friends and CITs in order to copy their actions, as was evident in one krav maga martial arts session. Upon hearing directions repeated (such as 'yadaim al haritspah,' 'hands on the floor') campers eventually recognized the phrase and performed the action without watching others.
Structured Hebrew lessons at Camp Israel were voluntary, yet wildly popular. Run by Pnina's mother Rivka and a group of counselors, the Hebrew classroom was situated at the end of the building's upstairs hallway and filled with storybooks, textbooks, worksheets, files and art supplies. Throughout the day at a time of their choosing, children were permitted to leave their group activity and take a 20-minute private Hebrew lesson with the instructors. Each child was assessed in beginning sessions and given a file with level-appropriate worksheets. Although Nurit and Pnina assigned a vocabulary goal each week (animal words, body parts, fruits, etc.), lessons were structured according to the needs and desires of each camper: if the child wanted to play a game, hold a conversation, or work on grammar, they were permitted to do so. Some children simply enjoyed the warm, individual attention and conversation provided; one child said she enjoyed coming to speak Hebrew, and also to try sips of Rivka's coffee.
The 'tests'
Due to their informal nature, no camp required students to take formal tests. However, each camp held clear goals, and such goals were evaluated on a regular basis. Camp Beijing aimed for ChineseÁEnglish bilingualism and advertised, 'We value the Chinese traditions of patriotism, filial piety, morality and righteousness with a touch of Christian love.' Tina outlined her goal for children to understand, speak, read and write at least 12 words per week, and specified her paramount goal: 'I want to make them happy so that they want to come back, and give them a familiarity with Chinese so that they will study it in the future, and teach them what people do commonly. Then we served our purpose.' While Camp Israel stated vocabulary goals and an larger goal of bilingualism and biculturalism, Pnina stated, 'The key is warmth. Warmth and love for the kids. First it's love more than language. You must love and respect them. Look into their eyes, go down to their level.' These administrators evaluated their successes by observing the returning campers year after year, and assessing parent and child feedback forms. In addition, Camp Israel established a system that awarded points to campers based on successful Hebrew work, voluntary use of Hebrew, good deeds and sportsmanship, and active participation. At the end of the week, the camp set up a Hebrew 'store' and campers were able to buy toys and games with their accumulated points by asking for prices and information in Hebrew.
Chinese Culture Camp ran only for one week and enrolled a small group of mostly non-Chinese children. Because of such limitations, their mission focused upon acquisition of cultural knowledge, with language acquisition a secondary goal. Susan's emphasis on learning through all five senses related to the program's goals:
The children participate by moving, touching, listening, and reacting. Our range of foods at lunch time give them different and sometimes new tastes, textures, and smells. It's not a whole lot of information by an adult's viewpoint, and at the end of the week there may not be a lot of accomplishment, but for someone who has no exposure at all to Chinese culture, it's a start! So what began as kind of a cultural lark has become something we plan on doing for at least one week each summer.
Like Tina and Pnina, Susan said the best assessment measure of the camp's success was the enjoyment of the campers, reflected in their re-enrolment in subsequent summers.
Discussion
In the three summer day camp settings, language, culture and identity were acquired by way of the dialogic perspective. A combination of the camps' atmospheres, varied learning methods, and the crucial role of CITs generated a positive and effective language learning environment.
Camp atmospheres
Children responded favorably to the warm, relaxed and welcoming environments of the summer camps. Counselors attended meticulously to the comfort level of each child during individual activities and in group settings; at Camp Israel, directors reiterated their policy of allowing no child to be alone or ostracized. Children were given high levels of freedom to wander between spaces and choose whether to participate and at what level, and camp administrators wanted to maximize the potential of each child by requesting their contributions. For example, at Chinese Culture Camp, one older 12-year-old camper was disinterested in most activities but was intellectually curious about Chinese history. Susan asked him to prepare a presentation for the younger children, and later, arranged a meeting for him and a respected Chinese professor on campus.
Among these camp administrators, there was an acknowledgement of children's busy and stressful school lives; each aimed to create a free and stress-free environment. Previous studies of language learning have demonstrated the negative and often debilitating effects of anxiety that result in low language performance (Abu-Rabia 2004; Horowitz and Young 1991; Krashen 1982; Tobias 1979) . At these camps, debilitating anxiety related to formal performance outcomes was eliminated, whereas some positive, facilitating anxiety (related to games, desire to understand instructions and in friendly competition) motivated campers to master the language (Tobias 1979) .
Modeling using native speakers and authentic materials
Chinese Culture Camp hosted guests who each day described Chinese societal, artistic, and cultural activities. Each guest answered questions and modeled behaviors for children to repeat. The guests watched children's repetitions and guided them to correct their errors. Camp Beijing and Camp Israel established native-speaking role models for children to emulate. Some CITs and junior counselors were only several years older than some campers, and thus served as role models. These usually intimidating older children befriended and aided them, and were available as constant supports. In a successful cross-age peer tutoring study of struggling reader tutors and tutees, Paterson and Elliott observed:
At a deeper level, these relationships caused the high school students to reflect on their own life experiences and academic potential. The young children were mirrors for the older students, reflecting what the adolescents had been like as younger students in school and bringing them to a greater awareness of their own academic needs and goals. (382) Physical and other learning methods Children enjoyed the abundance of physical and artistic activities in the camps. Counselors centered all activities around tenets of Gardner's Multiple Intelligence theory (1983) . Teaching with techniques and strategies that accept and encourage human differences has proven effective in language learning studies (Christison 1996; Hall Haley 2004; Kagan and Kagan 1998) . Much of the language learning occurred through Total Physical Response (TPR) as campers responded to counselors' instructions in morning calisthenics, martial arts lessons, dancing and art. Asher, Kusudo, and de la Torre (1974) established the successful language retention that came from movement of the body in a low-anxiety environment. Because activities were task-or project-based, there was a great deal of movement and tactility, and above this, there was physical contact between counselors and campers. In addition to kinesthetic and spatial learning methods, interpersonal bonds were key in engaging campers and building self-confidence (as exhibited in the young girl who visited private instructor Rivka to chat with her and sip her coffee while learning Hebrew). At Camp Beijing, Tina demonstrated intonations using exaggerated body actions, to the delight of the children. At both Chinese camps, the musical nature of the intonations captured the children's interest.
Mediation by counselors-in-training (CITs) and peers
The dialogic model applies to these scenarios because of the continuous mediating scaffolding between the less experienced language learner and native-speaking instructor. As agents of change in learning, mediators 'exist first in shared activity and then are appropriated by the child.' Overt mediators function as scaffolding, helping the child make the transition from maximum assisted performance to independent performance (Bordrova and Leong 1996, 69Á70) . As the head counselor repeated directions and commands above the ZPD of the less experienced learner, the CIT or junior counselor (and in some cases, peer of the camper) translated, explained in different language, or modeled the directed behavior (Vygotsky 1981) in a process of reciprocal teaching (Brown 1994) . These CITs were not much older than the campers, and acted as older siblings or role models whose language and behaviors the younger campers emulated. Particularly in the immersive Camps Beijing and Israel, bilingualism was fostered as campers acquired language through repetition in the L1 and L2, so that thought flowed seamlessly between the two codes.
In terms of socialization, the welcoming and fun camp atmosphere and acceptance of individual learning and personality differences were conducive to friendship formation. In task-based activities, campers collaborated and often worked together toward a common goal in group dances or plays, sports, cooking or art projects. At Camp Israel, a program-wide Color War competition divided campers in groups of all ages so that solidarity would form between older and younger children. In spite of disparate backgrounds and language levels which often lead to feelings of competition, frustration and unfairness among formal learners, such positive environments emphasized socialization and the potential contributions of all participants.
Conclusion
The analysis of three American summer day camps displays positive approaches to language acquisition and ethnic socialization. Using traditionally formal learning categories, this study explicated alternative, informal learning elements that nevertheless encouraged bilingualism and biculturalism. Learning and identity building occurred through continuous dialogue and modeling between peers, native target language speakers and mediating CITs in a comfortable, fun, and freedom-filled environment in which learning was voluntary and multiple intelligences, particularly kinesthetic and spatial skills, were welcomed and cultivated. These findings can be applied to implement elements of informality in educators' language teaching curricula: for instance, they could incorporate individualized, student-built projects, use a target language in physical, artistic, and other supplementary activities, include native-speaking guests and authentic cultural activities to everyday activities, and engage older children who are more experienced language users to serve as mediators and role models for younger peers. Furthermore, heritage language teachers and parents may look to these positive examples to encourage language preservation and ethnic identity formation and socialization in their communities. Note 1. Names of camps and administrators have been changed to protect the anonymity of participants.
